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This is the ideal introduction to music for children and early learners of the recorder. The recorder is

the first instrument that many children learn before they progress onto other instruments - brass,

wind or even stringed. It is easy to make a sound and even simple pieces can sound impressive.

This handy guide provides a range of traditional and modern music using standard notation,

reflecting both the standard teaching pieces and some popular melodies. With a basic introduction

to reading music, a simple how-to-play guide and step-by-step photos, children will have everything

they need to start straightaway.
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5.0 out of 5 stars | Not only for children | By Judy Brighton | I bought this book as an introduction to

recorder, but found it to be helpful as a general guid to basic music terminology and theory.

Although it's written for children, it was perfect for an adult beginner. The explanations are always

easy to follow and the amount of information given at each step is just right to maintain interest. A

great little book. *  * 5.0 out of 5 stars | An excellent introduction to the recorder and to music

generally | By Bill Clinton | This really is an excellent book. It goes through easy to follow stages

starting with which end to blow into and progressing gradually to some pretty advanced stuff. It's

well written, interest gin, progresses at a steady pace, and is not only a good introduction to playing

the recorder, but a good overall introduction to music. I've been playing guitar for forty years, but I

still came across a few things I didn't know. Highly recommended. *  *



Roger Cawkwell studied composition, piano, sax, flute and clarinet at the Royal Academy of Music,

leaving in the early 1970s to go on to play with the John Dankworth Band and the London

Sinfonietta. He has always been active as a teacher, currently running musicianship classes at

Goldsmiths College, London, and has contributed to several music educational projects. As well as

adding recorder to the other woodwinds, Roger has gone on to learn many instruments and now

plays most of the brass family, too.

Great starter book.

Like it

I bought this book at a bargain store for my niece, but it never got to her. My father found it and

immediately loved it. I ended up ordering this one for Katie as a stocking stuffer. She is doing great.

The book as good directions that are easy to follow and a lot of songs for her to play!

Big book! Lots of songs! Great for beginners.

This is an excellent book for beginners to learn from. In common with many recorder books is that it

teaches reading music at the same time as the recorder. Also in common with other books is the

easy-to-follow reading style.However, what separates this book from the others is the very large

number of songs given at the back of the book. About 180 pages worth! That saves the reader

having to find their own practice songs after finishing all the lessons.Another thoughtful benefit of

this book is the spiral binding. Makes playing while reading from the book much easier!The only

improvement I could wish for are some audio samples of some of the exercises, to demonstrate

what to achieve. However, this is a minor quibble.
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